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TRUMP UNIVERSITY  

WINNER WEAR 

Hit the links or display the school colors on 
a casual outing with Trump University 
Winner Wear.  

Even when you’re playing, you can dress for 
success. 

 

Sweatshirts 

Genius, they say, is 10% inspiration and 90% 

perspiration. So get started now with this 

crewneck sweatshirt.  

It’s 90% cotton/10% polyester, preshrunk, and 

features a plush all-cotton face, and a cotton-

spandex neck, cuffs, and waistband. 

Colors: Light Steel 

Sizes: M, L, XL 

 

  



Big Sky Brooklyn Artifacts (My Store on Zazzle.com) 
[Pictures below link to product pages] 

 

Cemetery Gates iPad Case 
(Portals & Passages) 

 

Cemetery gates photo on iPad case . . . All that stands between you and the bone yard is your creative 

vitality . . . Laugh at mortality with every keystroke. 

 

 

Rusted Anchor Tote 
(Brooklyn by the Sea) 

 

Rusted anchor photo on tote . . . Don’t carry your load like a rusted anchor—but do carry this smart 

and sassy bag . . . may all your burdens be relics. 

http://www.bigskybrooklynartifacts.com/
http://www.zazzle.com/cemetery_gates_ipad_case_speckcase-176902258722796042?gl=BigSkyBrooklyn&rf=238614174714288356
http://www.zazzle.com/rusted_anchor_tote_bag-149482404165087494?gl=BigSkyBrooklyn&rf=238614174714288356


 

Doves Kissing Keychain 
(Ornamental Brooklyn) 

 

Doves kissing lawn ornament photo on keychain . . . The spirit of Brooklyn—in relief . . . Every 

neighborhood a plaster and concrete menagerie. 
  

 

 

 

Doll in Trash Ladies Spaghetti Top 
(Abandoned Toys) 

 

Doll in trash photo on ladies spaghetti top (fitted) . . . You don’t have to be local trash to wear this 

shirt—it’s for everyone! 

http://www.zazzle.com/doves_kissing_keychain-146998445990392623?gl=BigSkyBrooklyn&rf=238614174714288356
http://www.zazzle.com/doll_in_trash_ladies_spaghetti_top_tshirt-235855025547121980?gl=BigSkyBrooklyn&rf=238614174714288356


 

 

Wrong Number Hoodie 
(Brooklyn Bars) 

 

Hoodie with photo of Wrong Number Cocktail Lounge (‘cause drinking can only keep you so warm). 

 

 

Wary Cats Mousepad 
(Brooklyn Unleashed) 

 

Cats looking out from under a factory gate photo on mousepad . . . Don’t just surf the Internet, move 

with a cat like prowl across the virtual world—vigilant, wily, and methodically curious. 

http://www.zazzle.com/wrong_number_hoodie_tshirt-235731836465085150?gl=BigSkyBrooklyn&rf=238614174714288356
http://www.zazzle.com/wary_cats_mousepad-144610537355725922?gl=BigSkyBrooklyn&rf=238614174714288356


 

 

Neptune Beer Stein 
(Monumental Brooklyn) 

 

Beer Stein with photo of Neptune in fountain, cavorting with his drunken cronies . . . This stein is 

meant for mythic binges . . . Imbibe with gusto and call forth the gods with every draught. 
 

 

 

Lounge Frosted Mug 
(Brooklyn Bars) 

 

Frosted mug with photo of Brooklyn dive . . . Classic Brooklyn is thirsty Brooklyn . . . With every sip 

a taste of nostalgia. 

http://www.zazzle.com/neptune_beer_stein_mug-168681243808055006?gl=BigSkyBrooklyn&lon=0&rf=238614174714288356
http://www.zazzle.com/lounge_frosted_mug-168196357582506432?gl=BigSkyBrooklyn&rf=238614174714288356

